
AWH identify major failure in Fire 
Safety at new build scheme

Thorough investigation saves client from possible 
£1m remedial works and possible loss of residents 

lives due to fire safety defects



THOROUGH INVESTIGATION SAVES CLIENT FROM POSSIBLE £1M REMEDIAL WORKS

INTRODUCTION
Having been approached by a client to perform a technical due diligence review, AWH uncovered serious 
deficiencies in Fire Safety aspects, ultimately saving the client from an estimated £1m in remedial works, had 
they completed the purchase.

The property in question was a nearly completed new build scheme of 50 flats in the South East of England, 
which the client was seeking to purchase as an investment. With a price-tag of £9m, the client was looking 
to get an expert opinion on the property before proceeding further. AWH Director Kevin Marshall MRICS 
headed up the investigation, drawing upon his extensive experience as a Chartered Surveyor to complete 
the technical due diligence survey.

GAPS IN PAPERWORK LEAD TO CAUSE FOR CONCERN
Wasting no time, AWH set about making the usual preparations. As part of the technical survey the 
client’s solicitors granted AWH access to the Data Room, the virtual storage area that contains all of the 
necessary documents pertaining to the project. Detailed planning drawings, party wall documentation, 
engineers designs and more; everything Kevin Marshall MRICS would need to ensure that the buildings were 
constructed safely.

Initially everything was going as expected. 
Construction contracts and collateral 
warranties were consulted and confirmed as 
accurate. But as Kevin continued to examine 
the documents, he discovered there were 
some alarming gaps in the documentation 
relating to the fire safety of the new build.

Fire safety is obviously vital in any property, 
but in light of the Grenfell Tower tragedy in 
2017, fire proofing and compartmentation 
is of particular concern in multi-occupancy 
properties of this kind. 

Kevin commented: “On large developments 
of this nature, the fire stopping work is 
normally carried out by one of the accredited 
specialist contractors on the market. They 
would produce an asset register, which 
contains photographs with barcodes and 
location numbers, all marked on a plan. That 
would be like a bible of fire stopping.”

This all-important fire asset register was 
missing from the data room. Following a 
request for the relevant information it became increasingly clear to Kevin that the company contracted 
to carry out the building work did not know what he was referring to. As the contractor was only able to 
provide a couple of photographs, Kevin grew increasingly concerned and decided he needed to carry out 
a site inspection. The inspection, which is a general survey of the site rather than an intrusive full-building 
survey, was meant to allow AWH to get an overview of as much of the work being done as possible, whilst 
checking for compliance and conformity to building regulations.

Unfortunately, the site inspection was made more difficult due to the fact that the building work was 
nearing completion, and as such was extensively finished and decorated, leaving very little of the underlying 
structure and services available to be inspected.

INVESTIGATION CONFIRMS FEARS
Following a series of exchanges on behalf of their client, Kevin was unable to get the necessary 
documentation from the party selling the property. As it became more and more apparent to him that 
he could not rely on their word of having done everything properly Kevin advised the client that, before 
proceeding with the purchase, a massively improved understanding of the fire stopping qualities in the 
building was needed.

Working with a Fire Safety specialist, Kevin performed some intrusive opening up in 3-4 locations 
throughout the property, as well as performing a more detailed survey of the areas that were still open 
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AND POSSIBLE LOSS OF RESIDENTS LIVES DUE TO FIRE SAFETY DEFECTS

Speak to Kevin Marshall or another member of the AWH team on 0800 071 5517 to discuss your residential 
or commercial surveying needs.

to inspection. This thorough survey rapidly proved Kevin’s suspicions; the fire stopping measures in the 
building were wholly inadequate.

Kevin said “Despite it rapidly approaching building regulations sign-off, the property was effectively unsafe 
and certainly from the point of view of a potential investment was entirely toxic.”

Brief exchanges with both client and the vendor followed this survey, in an attempt to resolve the situation. 
Unfortunately, the negotiations failed to lead to an acceptable conclusion and, not willing to place anyone’s 
lives at risk, the client has ultimately walked away from the investment. 

SAVINGS MADE IN TIME, MONEY AND – MOST IMPORTANTLY - LIVES
The expertise and knowledge AWH, and particularly Kevin Marshall MRICS, utilised to make their initial 
thorough research during the technical due diligence survey ensured not only that their client did not buy 
a property which was unsafe for occupancy but also saved them an estimated £1m in remedial work that 
would have been needed to put the necessary fire safety measures in place.

“It was unfortunate that this deal could not proceed, despite our clients endeavours to assist the vendor in 
rectifying the fire safety issues with an increase to the purchase price. We were however relieved that our 
client followed our recommendations and retracted from the deal to protect them from a substantial loss, 
but moreover, that a potentially life-threatening property was not accepted onto the market! This underpins 
the fact that all participants in the property process have our part to play in ensuring zero tolerance to 
substandard building practices which ultimately put residents’ lives at risk.”

Following the client’s retraction, the relevant authorities intervened, and the property is unlikely to be  given 
a certification for occupation until the remedial measures are attended to. AWH has since carried out further 
work of this kind for the client, which have resulted in successful transactions. AWH was glad to have taken 
part in all the investigations and been able to help resolve minor, less serious, non-conformities which their 
involvement had identified.
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